Given an abstract family of languages (AFL).o~' the question is considered if there exists an AFL incomparable with &a. In case there is an AFL .L~' incomparable with LP the paper considers if there exists a largest AFL incomparable with &a, and if there is a maximal AFL containing L~' incomparable with Le. The main results characterize those full AFL La having a largest full incomparable AFL -~' and relate properties of .~e to properties of c~,.
INTRODUCTION
Recent investigations [7, 9] in abstract family of language (AFL) theory have led to the consideration of incomparable AFL as a tool in analyzing the structure of AFL. In addition, the concept of two AFL being incomparable has some interest in its own right, as a complement to the situation where one AFL is contained in the other. The purpose of this paper is to present the first systematic study of the incomparability of AFL.
Given an AFL 5e we ask if there exists an AFL incomparable with &o. In case there is an AFL s incomparable with La we ask if there exists a largest AFL incomparable with ~ and if there is a maximal AFL containing ~' incomparable with 5e. Our main results characterize those full AFL .o~ having a largest full incomparable AFL s and relate properties of 5r to properties of s Some of our results are analogous to results (appearing in [7, 9] ) about the largest proper full sub-AFL of a full AFL. The paper is divided into four sections and an Appendix. The first section is devoted to the existence of incomparable AFL. The main result asserts that an AFL which is neither regular nor the AFL of all languages, the largest AFL, has an incomparable full AFL. This theorem hinges on a technical lemma which is also used later in the paper. Section 2 contains a discussion of largest AFL incomparable with a given one. A main result is that a full AFL has a largest incomparable full AFL if and only if it is full principal with a "fully prime" nonregular generator. [The concept of fully prime language is defined in the section and is related to "non splitting" in the sense of [9] . Every fully prime language does not split but the converse is false.] As a consequence of this result it is proved that every substitution-closed full principal nonregular AFL has a largest incomparable full AFL. The section also contains a characterization of the largest incomparable full AFL 50' [if it exists] of a full AFL ~, a description of how to obtain .~o, from ~, and some relations between properties of 50 and 50'. Section 3 concerns maximal incomparable AFL. It is shown that a principal nonregular AFL has maximal incomparable (full) AFL and that a full principal nonregular AFL has maximal incomparable full AFL. Also, an example is given of a full AFL having no maximal incomparable full AFL. Section 4 briefly discusses extensions of some of the results of Sections 2 and 3 to the case of a sub-AFL of an AFL .ha'. In this case we seek sub-AFL of 5 ~ incomparable with 50.
The Appendix consists of a proof that L o ~-{anbn/n ~ 1} is not fully prime. Since L 0 is known not to split [9] , it is an example which shows that the concepts of splitting and not being fully prime are different. By results in [9] , o~(Lo) has a largest proper full sub-AFL, but by our results it does not have a largest incomparable full AFL.
Finally, all the results in the paper are valid when AFL is replaced by semi-AFL.
EXISTENCE OF INCOMPARABLE AFL
This section deals with the concept of incomparability of AFL. The main result (Theorem 1.1) asserts that each AFL, except a few trivial ones, has an incomparable full AFL. The key to this is a technical lemma (Lemma 1.I) which is also used in Section 2.
We begin by recalling some definitions and standard notation. The reader is referred to [3] for all undefined terms.
AGREEMENT. We shall assume that the underlying alphabet Z is countably infinite.
DEFINITION.
A language (over Z) is a set L such that there exists a finite subset 271 of 27 with L _C 271". A family of languages (over Z) is a collection .Z' of languages (over 27) at least one of which is nonempty.
NOTATION. For each language L, ZL will denote the smallest subset 2," 1 of I such that L _C/1".
The families of languages of concern to us are the following.
DEFINITION. An abstract family of languages (AFL) is a family of languages closed under the operations of union, concatenation, +, E-free homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets. A full AFL is an AFL closed under arbitrary homomorphism.
One popular way to describe certain AFL is in terms of a given family of languages. More precisely, we have the following.
DEFINITION. The (full) AFL (fully) generated by a set ~ of languages, denoted by o~(~) (o~(~f)), is the smallest (full) AFL containing ~.
The case when an AFL is (fully) generated by a single language is of considerable importance and leads to:
DEFINITION. An AFL ~cf is (full) principal if it is (fully) generated by a family consisting of exactly one language, i.e., s ~-o~-(L)(o~(L)) for t some language L. Three prominent AFL are the following.
NOTATION. Let ~ denote the full AFL of all regular sets, ~0 the AFL of all E-free regular sets, and ~//the full AFL of all languages.
We shall also make use of the following operation.
NOTATION. Given families of languages s and 5P 2 let Sflb(s ~cf~) be the family of all substitutions of languages of ~ into languages of ~fl-
It is natural to consider the relation of inclusion among pairs of AFL. This leads to the following notion.
DEFINITION. Two families ~ and ~ of languages are said to be incomparable
if neither contains the other, i.e., Lf 1 --~ # ~ and ~f2 --~1~@ ~. Otherwise, they are said to be comparable. 1 We write ~'(L)(#'(L)) for 5r((L})(,~-((L))).
Thus ~ and ~ are comparable if and only if either ~ _C 502 or ~ _C ~a 1 . The concept of incomparable AFL was first discussed, briefly, in [7] . For us it will form the central idea of the present paper. EXAMPLE 1. The AFL ~0 is contained in every AFL [3] . Thus there is no AFL incomparable with ~0-Similarly, there is no full AFL incomparable with the full AFL ~. Analogously, ~/contains every AFL. Thus there is no AFL incomparable with it. EXAMPLE 2. The AFL 50CF of all context-free languages and the AFL of all quasirealtime 2-counter languages are incomparable. [For {a~bncn/n >/ 1} is a quasirealtime 2-counter language which is not in 50cP, and {wcwR/w in {a, b)*) is in 50CF but is not a quasirealtime 2-counter language.] However, the full AFL generated by these AFL are comparable. This is because 50cv is full and the full AFL generated by the quasirealtime 2 counter languages is 50RE, the AFL of all r.e. languages [ll] . EXAMPLE 3. Let a be a symbol and let L _C a* be any language not in 50RE. Then 50RE and o~(L) are incomparable. (Clearly L is in o~(L) --50RE. On the other hand, 50RE _C .~(L) is false because o~(L) contains no nonregular substitution-closed AFL [6] .) EXAMPLE 4. 50CF and 50 = g({anbncn/n ~ 1}) are incomparable full AFL. (As is well known, {anbnc~/n ~ 1} is not in 50CF. On the other hand, .LPCF C s162 is false because 5 ~ contains no nonregular substitution-closed AFL [6] .)
If 50 is an AFL and s 50 ~= 50R then 50 and 50R are incomparable AFL. For suppose 50 and 50R are comparable. If 50 _C 50R then 50R _C 50RR __ 50, SO 50 = 50R. If ~c. WR _C ~.r then aLP --~RR _(2-_ ~R, so ~(z ~ ---~,aR. In either case, a contradiction arises.
If ~ and ~ are incomparable (full) AFL then there exist (full) principal sub-AFL which are also incomparable. Specifically, let L t be in ~ --~ and L 2 in ~ --501. Then o~-(L~) and o~'(Lz) (,~(L1) and o~(L2) ) are also incomparable.
We summarize below some additional elementary facts about incomparable AFL. First though, we recall a result from [7] . NOTATION. Let L 1 and L z be languages, with 2JL1 C3 SL2 = ;3. Let rL2(Lt) denote the set ~'(L1), where T is the E-free substitution on 27* 1 defined by r(a) = aL 2 for each a in ZL1. THEOREM A. Let L 1 and L 2 be E-free, nonempty languages, with ZL, n XL, -----~.
2 Let ~R ~= ~ and for each word a x .'. at,, k ~ 1, each al in S, let (at "'" ak) "~ = a~ ---al 9 For each language L let L R = {un/u inL}. For each family s languages let *o ~aR = {LR/L in .Z'}.
If .Lf~, ~ are full AFL and rr.,(L~) is in Sflb(o~cf~, ~cf2) , then either LI is in ~fa or L~ is in ~ . It is known that Sfib(~) = Uk=l q/k and that each q/k is a full AFL [5] . Let n be the smallest integer such that "cL~(h(L2) ) is in q/,. Since q/n is full, L 2 and h(L2) are in ~n. If n = 1 then L2, thus L 1 , is in q/1 = ~, so that ~ _C .W2, a contradiction. Suppose n > 1. Then -rL2(h(L~) ) is in Sfib(Zg2, ~//~-1). By Theorem A, either L~ is in .W 2 or h(L2), thus L 2 , is in q/n- 1 9 In either case, the contradiction of the minimality of n is obtained. Thus Sfib(~r is incomparable with ~.
We next consider the existence of an AFL incomparable with a given one. We shall see (Theorem 1.1) that, except when the given AFL is either Mo or q/, it has an incomparable AFL. First though, we need two lemmas. The first asserts that if .W x and .La z are countable AFL, then ~ can be properly extended to a new AFL 5r so that s n ~ = .W x n s
The second asserts that if .W 1 and ~ are AFL, with countable and ~ ~ .L~2, then .W 2 can be extended to be an AFL incomparable with 4. 3 That is, the smallest AFL containing 0% and closed under substitution.
Proof. We present the proof for the AFL case, a slight nmdification holding for the full AFL case. The argument is a variation of that in Theorem 3.1 of [2] .
Given Let rr be a one-to-one function from N • N onto N, N the set of nonnegative integers. Let U 1 = V_ 1 = ~. Using induction, suppose that finite disjoint subsets U s and V~ of a* have already been defined for each s < k, k ~ 0, such that U i C_C_ Ui+ 1 and V i C_ Vi+ 1 for all i, 0 ~ i < k --1. Since Uk_ 1 and Vk_ 1 are finite, there exists a word uk in a* --(Uk_ 1 k3 Vk_l). Let i and j be the unique integers satisfying ~r(i,j) = k. If fi(a* --V k 1)C_Lj, let U k = Uk_ 1 k.) {g/c}" Suppose fi(a*--Vk_a) is undefined or is not a subset ofLj. Since fi is compact, there exists some finite subset W k of a* --V~_ 1 such thatfi(Wk) is either not defined or is not a subset ofLj. Let U k = Uk_ 1 u {uk} u Wk. In either case, since R k is infinite there exists a word vk in Rk-Uk. Let Vk = Vk-x U {vk}. This extends the induction. Finally, let
The verification of (1) is the same as in [2] . Consider (2) . Let i and j be any nonnegative integers, and let k = ~r(i,j). Suppose fi(a* --Vk-x) is either undefined or is not contained in Lj. By construction, there exists W e _C Uk _CL such thatfi(Wk) 4 Note that an operation may be undefined on some languages. 
LARGEST INCOMPARABLE AFL
We now consider the existence and properties of a largest 7 full AFL incomparable with a given full AFL. Our main result, Theorem 2.1 below, gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a full AFL to have a largest incomparable full AFL, and, when it exists, characterizes the largest incomparable full AFL. Many of the results in this section hold if the term "full AFL" is replaced by "AFL." [The results are stated and given for full AFL solely to simplify the presentation.] In particular, 7 Let (P, ~) be a nonempty partially ordered set. An element p in P is said to be a largest element if q ~ p for each q in P. Ira largest element exists, then it is unique. When dealing with families of languages, the order is always by family inclusion. Thus, for example, a largest AFL incomparable with an AFL ~ is a largest element among all the AFL which are incomparable with ~e. the obvious statements hold for Proposition 2.1 and its corollary, Lemma 2.1 (with 50 still being an AFL not q/), Theorem 2.1, Lemma 2.2, and Theorem 2.2.
EXAMPLE. Since ~ is contained in every full AFL, it has no incomparable, and thus no largest incomparable, full AFL.
We begin with some auxiliary results of interest in their own right. We shall need the corollary to Proposition 2.1 below to establish the main characterization theorem. Combining (a) and (b), we get the following.
COROLLARY. If a full AFL 50 has a largest incomparable full AFL, then 50 is full principal.
If 50 is a full AFL, it is obvious that the set ~ of all languages L in 50 such that ~(L) @ 50 contains every proper full sub-AFL of 50. It is also clear that every language in ~a is contained in a proper full sub-AFL of 50. Therefore 50 has a largest The following concept will be used in the main characterization theorem.
DEFINITION.
A full AFL s is said to be fully prime if, for all full AFL and 4 such that 009 ~ _C o~(.LP x u ~r either .~ _C ~ or ~ C .Lf 2 . A language L is said to be fully prime if .~#(L) is fully prime. Similarly, an AFL ~a is said to be prime if, for all AFL ~ and 4 such that .Lf _C ~'(~ u-LP2), either 5r C ~ or 5r C 4; a language L is said to be prime if ~a'(L) is prime.
In particular, :~ is fully prime. It follows from this that if a full AFL is prime then it is fully prime. We do not have an example of an e-free fully prime AFL that is not prime. Indeed, as yet we do not know of any nonregular prime AFL. (We conjecture that the AFL of c-free context-free languages is prime.) Remark 4. In [9] a language r is said to split if oq~(L) = ~(LP~ u ~), where .~ and ~ are incomparable full AFL. It is obvious that ifL splits then L is not fully prime. The converse is not true. For example, the language L 0 = {a"b~/n ~ 1} is known not to split [9] but, as will be shown in the Appendix, is not fully prime. By We are now ready for the first of our two characterization theorems.
Proof.
Let ~ be a full AFL. The following are equivalent.
There is a largest full AFL incomparable with ~q~.
is full principal, fully prime, and contains a nonregular set.
(l) => (2). If E~t(Se.) is a full AFL, then E~t(LP) is the largest full AFL incomparable with ~ by (a) of Lemma 2.1.
(2) => (3). This is trivial. We now show that E~t(50) is incomparable with 50. Since 50 is full principal and contains a nonregular set, 50 is neither ~ nor ~//. By Theorem 1.1, there exists a full AFL 50' incomparable with 50. By (a) of Lemma 2.1, 50'C E~t(50). Hence E~t(50) ~ 50. Therefore ESt(50) is incomparable with 50, and the proof is complete.
It follows from Theorem 2.1 and Remark 3 following the definition of full exterior that if 50 is a full AFL with a largest incomparable full AFL 50', then 50 is uniquely determined by 50'. Theorem 2.2 below makes explicit this determination by dualizing the concepts of largest and smallest 9 for incomparable full AFL.
We need the following preliminary result. Suppose 50' is countable. Then ~ = o~(& ~ u 50') is a countable full AFL. Clearly 50 n 50' is also a countable full AFL. By Lemma 1.1, there exists a language L' not in 50 n 50' such that ~ n o4.((50 n 50') u {L'}) = ~ c3 (50 n 50') -----50 n 50'. Let ~ ~-~((50 n 50') u {L'}). Then 502 is a full AFL. Now 50 f 502 (otherwise, 50 C ~ n ~ = 50 n 50', which implies 50 _C 50') and 50' ~ 50~ (otherwise, 50' C ~1 n ~ = 50 n 50', which implies 50' _C 50). Also ~ ~ 50'. [For if ~ C 50', then L' is in 50' _C ~1. Thus L' is in ~ n ~ = 50 n 50', a contradiction.] Therefore is incomparable with 50'. Since 50 ~ 4, this contradicts the hypothesis that 50 is the smallest full AFL incomparable with 50'. Hence 50' is uncountable.
We are now ready for the second characterization result. THEOREM 2.2. The following two statements are equivalent.
(1) 50 is a full AFL and 50' is the largest full AFL incomparable with 50.
(2) 50' is a full AFL and 50 is the smallest full AFL incomparable with s a It is known [10] that a family of languages closed under intersection with regular sets, arbitrary homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, +, and union is a full AFL. 9 Let (P, <) be a nonempty partially ordered set. An element p in P is a smallest element if p ~< q for each q in P. If a smallest element exists, it is unique.
Proof. Suppose (1) holds. By Theorem 2.1, 50' = E~t(50). Let 50" be any full AFL incomparable with 50'. Then there exists a language L in 50"--50'. Since L is not in 50' = E~t(50), 50 __C o@-(L) C 50". Thus ~ is contained in every full AFL incomparable with 50'. Since 50 itself is a full AFL incomparable with 50', 50 is the smallest full AFL incomparable with 50'. Therefore (2) It follows from Theorem 2.3 that every full generator of a full principal substitution-closed AFL is fully prime. Thus every full generator of 50CF, the AFL of context-free languages, is fully prime. In particular, the Dyck language on two or more letters is fully prime.
COROLLARY. Every substitution-closed fuU principal AFL other than ~ has a largest incomparable full AFL. Furthermore, this largest incomparable full AFL is substitution closed.
Proof. The first part follows immediately from Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. If 50 is a substitution-closed full principal AFL other than ~ and if 50' is its largest incomparable full AFL, then an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 2.3 shows that 5 ~ f Sflb(50', 50'). On the other hand, Sfib(50', 50') is not a sub-AFL of 50. [Otherwise, 50' C $6b(50', 50') _C 50, contradicting the incomparability of 50 and 50'.] Thus Sfib(50', 50') is a full AFL incomparable with 50. Since 50' is the largest full AFL incomparable with 50, Sfib(50', 50')_C 50'. Therefore 5 ~ is substitution closed.
The last result of the section relates the existence of a largest full AFL incomparable with a given AFL ~a to the existence of a largest full AFL incomparable with ~(L,e). Let Secs be the AFL of all context-sensitive languages. It is known that ~g~(secs) = ~RE, the family of all recursively enumerable languages. Since SeRE is a substitutionclosed full principal AFL [4] , it has a largest incomparable full AFL ~ by the corollary to Theorem 2.3. By Theorem 2.4, ~ is the largest full AFL incomparable with Secs.
MAXIMAL INCOMPARABLE AFL
We now consider the existence of maximal 1~ AFL incomparable with a given AFL. In the corollary to Theorem 3.1 we present a sufficient condition for a nonregular (full) AFL to have a maximal incomparable (full) AFL. In Theorem 3.2 we establish a sufficient condition for a nonregular (full) AFL to have no maximal incomparable (full) AFL. The two conditions are not exhaustive.
EXAMPLE. If .W is any AFL containing {a} and not q/, then the family of all c-free languages is a maximal AFL incomparable with .~v.
A nontrivial condition for the existence of a maximal incomparable (full) AFL is now given. Proof. We shall only give the argument for (a), an analogous proof holding for (b).
The proof is based on Zorn's LemmaY
Let L be a generator for ~ and let {L,r be a totally ordered collection of (full) AFL incomparable with ~ and containing 4.
Let s 0~*~e. Then ~' is a (full) AFL containing .LP 2 . Suppose .W' is comparable with ~1. If ~' C .W1, then C ~ contradicting the incomparability of ~ and ,W~. Therefore &a _C .L~". Then L is in oW'. Hence L is in ~a for some a. Thus ~ = ff(L)[~(L)] C .W~, contradicting the incomparability of old', and .LP 1 . Consequently _,W' is incomparable with ,L, al. Thus the partially ordered set of (full) AFL containing ~ and incomparable with .W 1 satisfies Zorn's Lemma. Hence there exists a maximal (full) AFL containing ~ and incomparable with -L,r 1 .
Remark. The same method of proof as in the preceding theorem can be used to show that every (full) proper sub-AFL of a (full) principal AFL is contained in a maximal proper (full) sub-AFL.
lo Let (P, <~) be a nonempty partially ordered set. An element p in P is a maximal element if p ~< q implies p = q.
11 That is, maximal with respect to all (full) AFL which contain *L~ 2 and are also incomparable with -Z' 1 .
12 Zorn's lemma [12] asserts that a nonempty partially ordered set in which every totally ordered subset has an upper bound has a maximal element. (A totally ordered set A is a partially ordered set in which p ~< q or q ~ p for all p and q in A. If P is a partially ordered set and A is a subset of P, thenp is an upper bound for A ifp is in P and q ~ p for all q in A.) COROLLARY. (a) Let ~1 be a principal AFL generated by a nonregular language. Then ~ has a maximal incomparable AFL and a maximal incomparable full AFL. Furthermore, if ~ is any incomparable (full) AFL then there exists a maximal incomparable (full) AFL containing -~'2.
(b) Let -~t be a full principal AFL fully generated by a nonregular language. Then ~t has a maximal incomparable full AFL. Furthermore, if ~ is any incomparable full AFL, then there exists a maximal incomparable full AFL containing ~.
Proof. Again we only give the argument for (a). Let -~ = ~-(L) for L a nonregular language. Since L is not regular, ~1 is neither ~0 nor ~. Since 27 is countable, Lf 1 = o~(L) is countable. Since ~ is uncountable, it is not o~-(L). By Theorem 1. I, there exists an AFL, respectively full AFL, incomparable with ~. The result then follows from Theorem 3.1 (a).
In contrast to Theorem 2.1, where necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a largest full AFL incomparable with a given full AFL were given, we do not know if the sufficiency condition in the above corollary for the existence of a maximal full AFL incomparable with a given nonregular (full) AFL is also necessary. Our next result gives conditions under which a (full) AFL has no maximal incomparable full AFL. From Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 2.1 of [8] and from our Theorem 2.3 it follows that there is an infinite sequence {Li}~>l of fully prime languages such that o~(Lg) o~(Li+l) for all i >/ 1. Therefore we obtain the following.
COROLLARY. There is a full AFL with no maximal incomparable full AFL.
Remark. We do not know if the above corollary remains true if "full AFL" is replaced by "AFL."
RELATIVE EXTENSION
We now extend some of the results of Sections 2 and 3 to the case of a sub-AFL s of an AFL ~,r While we present the relevant definitions and statements of results, we omit all proofs.
Given full AFL 5r and ~q', consider the existence of a largest full sub-AFL of =W' incomparable with oW. In case ~ and ~' are incomparable, =L,e' is the largest full sub-AFL of 58' incomparable with 0, % ~ Hence we restrict our attention to the situation where oLP and oW' are comparable. In case 58' _C 5r every sub-AFL of =LP' is contained in 5r so that there is no sub-AFL of cp, incomparable with ~. Assume ~ ~ oW'. In order to have a largest full sub-AFL of 58' incomparable with ~, it is necessary that there exist sufficiently many full sub-AFL of ~,~' incomparable with oW. This leads to the following concept. (2) Eft(oW, &a,) is the largest full sub-AFL of .W' incomparable with .s (3) There is a largest full sub-AFL of s incomparable with .~.
(4) s is full principal and fully prime in .~'.
Remark. The obvious analogs of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.1 hold for the arbitrary AFL case.
Finally, we note that Theorem 3.1 also has a relative version, as follows. (iii) qo is in K (the start state). (iv) F C K (the set of accepting states).
To show how an a-transducer acts we introduct the following notation. This is why we are interested in a-transducers. We will obtain some necessary conditions on a language L 1 such that [The last inequality holds since there are only a finite number of xT~yrqz such that p ]pr2 (7) ] - [-q [pr~(r) ClearlyL 0 = L t • L2, andL 1 has no words w' with 2(2m + 1)! ~ I w' ] < 2(2m + 2)!. We shall prove that L, does not satisfy (**). This will imply that L 0 is not in J/](L1) and thus not in o~(L1). An analogous argument holds for L 2 . 
